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On Feb. 10, President Violeta Chamorro won a reprieve in her battle to delay implementation of
a package of controversial constitutional reforms recently ratified by the National Assembly. The
president was temporarily saved from promulgating the reforms by an appeals court order to halt
the process. The court is responding to a petition from a Nicaraguan residing in the US who charges
that the reforms threaten his civil rights. The executive branch and the National Assembly have
been embroiled for almost a year in a struggle over a series of amendments to the 1987 Constitution
that curtail much of the president's power and set restrictions for presidential candidates. The
proposed modifications were presented to congress last September by dissident Sandinista leader
Sergio Ramirez and supported by moderate FSLN legislators. They were staunchly opposed by
President Chamorro's government, FSLN hard-liners, and the "Center Group," which is loyal to the
Chamorro administration (see NotiSur, 09/09/94).
Despite the opposition, the reforms were ultimately approved and ratified by two separate
legislatures, and congressional president Luis Humberto Guzman signed the package of reforms on
Feb. 7. However, President Chamorro threatened to stall the final step in the approval process the
publication of the reforms in the government gazette. Legislators have warned that if she does not
publish the reforms by Feb. 23, they will do it. Essentially, the reforms transfer important powers
from the president to the legislature, ban successive presidential re-election, and prohibit close
relatives of the executive from seeking the presidency. The reforms reduce presidential authority
by granting ultimate responsibility to the National Assembly to approve or reject the creation or
modification of taxes. The Assembly would also wield ultimate decision-making powers to ratify or
reject international treaties, pacts, accords, and contracts that involve international trade, regional
integration, and security issues.
Tensions were so high immediately following the ratification and signing of the amendments
that congressional president Guzman warned against an outbreak of violence. "I know some
seditious groups are trying to encourage the occupation of this National Assembly building," said
Guzman. He appealed for calm and supported a call by US Ambassador John Maisto for dialogue
between the executive and the legislature. Meanwhile, President Chamorro issued a statement
that rejected pressures by the legislature to promulgate the reforms within fifteen days and called
for consultations with diverse sectors to discuss the changes. "The Constitution does not establish
any time period for this procedure, which should legally be left up to the president to decide," said
Chamorro. She insisted that the reforms alter the way the country is governed and that the changes
are profound enough to merit further discussion.
"The most serious problem with the proposed amendments is that they violate the balance of power
among branches of government, giving powers to the National Assembly which belong to other
branches," said Chamorro. "The amendments are aimed at reversing the democratic will of the
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people that was expressed in the 1990 elections by giving power back to the Sandinistas, who now
control the National Assembly." The president has dismissed accusations she principally objects is
to the measure that would prevent her son-in-law and chief aide, Minister of the Presidency Antonio
Lacayo, from running for president. However, on his own behalf, Lacayo has vowed to challenge the
reforms in court to regain his right to run for president in 1996. He accused the parliament of staging
a coup d'etat by usurping powers from the presidency via the new amendments.
"Now they want to impose a new type of dictatorship that we haven't known before, a parliamentary
dictatorship," said Lacayo. And, as the battle raged and the legislature threatened to publish the
reforms if the president refused to do so, the Court of Appeals stepped in and banned both sides
from further action. A Nicaraguan living in the US, Rene Arguello Sacasa, asked the Court of
Appeals in the city of Masaya to issue an injunction blocking the reforms from becoming law. He
charges that the new amendments to the Constitution threaten his civil rights, although no details
have been released regarding which particular rights he is referring to. The Supreme Court will
be the ultimate arbiter in the case, but there could be a considerable delay since only seven judges
are presently on the bench and a full court of nine is required to make a ruling. Congress, however
which is mandated to select the two remaining judges is expected to take its time in choosing those
last two court officials. (Sources: Notimex, 01/30/95, 02/02/95; Reuter, 01/20/95, 02/01/95, 02/08/95;
Agence France-Presse, 02/07/95, 02/11/95, 02/13/95; Nicanet, Vol.3, No.7)
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